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Abstract
The Telling Room is a nonprofit writing center
in Portland that helps young writers ages 6 to 18
build confidence, strengthen literacy skills, and
provide real opportunities for students to display
their creativity for audiences. Every year they
approach creative writing through a unique theme
to help keep young writers engaged.
Their anthology’s theme this year is COLORS.
Colors can symbolize and illustrate various aspects
of life including human emotion, energy levels,
and cultural phenomena. Using the connection
between color and creativity, we have embarked
on a project to produce a series of six short videos
based on the colors of the rainbow in partnership
with Telling Room students, staff, and volunteers.
By documenting Telling Room students in their
creative journeys, we will unveil the creative color
stored within their written pieces and the writing
process. Our goal is to have these videos ready for
the Telling Room's Big Night fundraising event in
May, and to help the program and the writers
unveil their collective rainbow.

Figure 1. Ryan editing video

Learning Outcomes

Figure 2. TR student and mentor, Young Writers & Leaders
exhibit at the Portland Museum of Art, March 20, 2018

We (Ryan & Meaghan) each brought strengths to this
project, stumbling into an easy partnership. Ryan with his
depth of technical skills, field knowledge, and creative
perspective took the lead on directing the filming and
editing processes. Meaghan, with her penchant for
networking and creativity, focused on developing ideas,
coordinating, photography, writing, and learning new
technical skills.
Working together, we are expanding our toolboxes of
hard and soft skills relevant to the field of media
production. Stretching and flexing, we’re building new brain
muscle as we tackle each challenge, from coordinating
schedules with the many Telling Room possibilities to
producing time-intensive videos in a relatively short two
month period.
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Figure 4. Students and a volunteer during an after-school TR
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